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When the COVID shots were 0rst introduced, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

made several claims about them that have since been proven completely false.

They claimed the mRNA in the shot would remain in and only affect the cells around the injection

site. They also claimed the mRNA and resulting spike protein wouldn't last long in your body. The

mRNA, they said, would vanish within "a few days," and the spike protein produced by your cells

would be eliminated within "a few weeks."

As it turns out, virtually every cell in your body is exposed to the mRNA and can remain intact for a

month or more. Ditto for the spike protein your cells produce. Spike protein has been found in the

brains of people with encephalitis (brain inMammation)  and in jab-induced shingles lesions.  It can

bioaccumulate in several organs,  including reproductive organs.

Both mRNA and spike protein have been found in lymph nodes more than 60 days post-jab.  Full-

length mRNA has also been shown to circulate in people's blood  for up to 28 days post-injection,

and it's been detected in breastmilk.

In early August 2022, the CDC suddenly deleted those statements from its website — probably

because they realized their lies were catching up to them. The cleanup effort was caught, however.

Disclose TV exposed the deletion on its Twitter account,  with an archived link showing the CDC's

original webpage.

Free Spike Protein Linked to Jab-Induced Myocarditis

From the get-go, physicians and scientists warned that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was the most

toxic part of the virus, and hence making your cells produce it for an undetermined amount of time

could be an unmitigated disaster. Their warnings were "debunked" and censored, but mounting

evidence now proves their concerns were valid — and should have been shared to prevent the loss

of life.

We now have case reports, studies and autopsy 0ndings showing that people suffering from post-

jab myocarditis have mRNA-induced spike proteins in their hearts and blood.

Interestingly, a January 2023 study  in the journal Circulation found "extensive antibody pro0ling

and T-cell responses" both in those who developed post-jab myocarditis and asymptomatic jabbed

controls.

The primary difference between those who developed symptoms of myocarditis and those who

didn't was that symptomatic patients had "markedly elevated levels of full-length spike protein

unbound by antibodies" in their plasma. Those who remained asymptomatic had no free spike

protein in their blood. This would suggest that free-Moating spike protein is a profoundly serious

problem. As concluded by the authors:

"Immunopro)ling of vaccinated adolescents and young adults revealed that the mRNA

vaccine-induced immune responses did not differ between individuals who developed

myocarditis and individuals who did not.

However, free spike antigen was detected in the blood of adolescents and young adults

who developed post-mRNA vaccine myocarditis, advancing insight into its potential

underlying cause."

Autopsy Reports ConBrm Jab-Related Myocarditis

mRNA programming the heart cells to produce spike protein is also profoundly bad news. A case

report  published in September 2022 describes the case of a 55-year-old man who died from acute

myocardial infarction and lymphocytic myocarditis four months after a dose of P0zer. As his 0rst

dose, he'd received the AstraZeneca shot. According to the author:

"SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein, but not nucleocapsid protein was sporadically detected in

vessel walls by immunohistochemical assay … These )ndings indicate that myocarditis, as

well as thrombo-embolic events following injection of spike-inducing gene-based vaccines,

are causally associated with a injurious immunological response to the encoded agent.

Because of the fact that the immune response to a )rst gene-based vaccination is very low

in comparison with the immune response to the second vaccination, the found adverse

events has rather to be attributed to the mRNA-based second vaccination as to the initial

vector-based one."

A Korean report  published in July 2021 describes the case of a 22-year-old healthy male military

recruit who developed chest pain 0ve days after his 0rst P0zer dose and died just seven hours later.

The primary cause of death was determined to be "myocarditis, causally associated with the

BNT162b2 vaccine." Here, the primary autopsy 0ndings were:

1. Myocarditis predominantly involving the atrial wall, with neutrophil and histiocyte

predominance

2. NoninMammatory single-cell necrosis

3. Diffuse contraction band necrosis (CBN) throughout the myocardium, predominantly in the left

ventricle. CBN is a type of uncontrolled cell death that can occur during reperfusion

(reoxygenation). Basically, the tissue is damaged when the blood returns into the tissue after a

period of ischemia or lack of oxygen

4. Enlargement of the heart

The myocarditis was determined to be "histologically different from viral or immune-mediated

myocarditis in that the inMammatory in0ltrates were predominantly neutrophils and histiocytes,

rather than lymphocytes."

Neutrophils are a type of white blood cells that act as your immune system's 0rst line of defense.

Histocytes are immune cells normally found in many areas of your body, but when they move into

tissues where they don't belong, such as your heart, they damage those tissues, which is what

appears to have happened here.

A November 2022 paper describing the autopsy 0ndings from 0ve people who "died suddenly"

within seven days of their COVID jabs concluded that most of the deaths were caused by acute

arrhythmogenic cardiac failure. "Thus, myocarditis can be a potentially lethal complication

following mRNA-based anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccination," the authors concluded.
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Teenage Boys Killed by COVID Jab

A report  detailing the autopsies of two teenage boys found dead in their beds three and four days

after their second dose of P0zer also concluded jab-induced heart damage was to blame.

The autopsies primarily sought to determine whether the myocarditis described in these instances

had the typical histopathology of myocarditis. It did not. Instead, both cases more closely

resembled a catecholamine-induced injury. As described by the authors:

"The myocardial injury seen in these postvaccine hearts is different from typical

myocarditis and has an appearance most closely resembling a catecholamine-mediated

stress (toxic) cardiomyopathy …

The microscopic )ndings are not the alterations seen with typical myocarditis. This

suggest a role for cytokine storm, which may occur with an excessive inMammatory

response, as there also is a feedback loop between catecholamines and cytokines."

As in the case of the Korean military man, both boys had evidence of CBN which, as explained

earlier, is cell death that typically occurs during reperfusion, when blood Mow temporarily ceases

and then returns. The actual damage occurs when blood reenters the tissue. As described in this

report:

"Both teenage boys had similar clinical presentations with no obvious cardiac symptoms.

Their histopathology did not demonstrate a typical myocarditis. In those instances, one

sees lymphocytic (or giant cell) in)ltrates with adjacent myocyte necrosis; changes such

as hypereosinophilic myocytes and contraction bands are absent.

In these two postvaccination instances, there are areas of contraction bands and

hypereosinophilic myocytes distinct from the inMammation.

This injury pattern is instead similar to what is seen in the myocardium of patients who are

clinically diagnosed with Takotsubo, toxic, or stress cardiomyopathy, which is a temporary

myocardial injury that can develop in patients with extreme physical, chemical, or

sometimes emotional stressors.

Stress cardiomyopathy is a catecholamine-mediated ischemic process seen in high

catecholamine states in the absence of coronary artery disease or spasm. It has also been

called 'neurogenic myocardial injury' and 'broken heart syndrome.'

Surges in catecholamines may have several triggers ()ght/Might response, adrenal

pathology, etc). Proposed mechanisms for catecholamine-mediated stunning in stress

cardiomyopathy include epicardial spasm, microvascular dysfunction, hyperdynamic

contractility with midventricular or outMow tract obstruction, and direct effects of

catecholamines on cardiomyocytes.

Catecholamine-mediated myocardial stunning may be due to direct myocyte injury, as

elevated catecholamines decrease the viability of myocytes through cyclic adenosine

monophosphate–mediated calcium overload.

Catecholamines also are a potential source of oxygen-derived free radicals, which can

interfere with sodium and calcium transporters, possibly resulting in myocyte dysfunction

through increased transsarcolemmal calcium inMux and cellular calcium overload …

We suspect that the acute cardiac changes seen in these two boys are the result of

epinephrine-mediated effects on cardiomyocytes … This postvaccine reaction may

represent an overly exuberant immune response, with the myocardial injury mediated by

similar immune mechanisms to those described with SARS-CoV-2 and multisystem

inMammatory syndrome cytokine storms …

These two clinical histories support the etiology of the acute myocardial injury as a primary

factor, not a secondary agonal or postresuscitative artifact … Cytokine storm has been

described with an excessive and uncontrolled inMammatory response, and there is a

feedback loop between catecholamines and cytokines.

Clinical complications may include cardiac compromise, respiratory distress, and

hypercoagulation. The myocardial injury seen in these postvaccine hearts has a similar

histologic appearance to catecholamine-mediated stress cardiomyopathy and severe

SARS-CoV-2 infection, including myocarditis, which is associated with cytokine release

syndrome.

Recognition that these instances are different from typical myocarditis and that cytokine

storm has a known feedback loop with catecholamines may help guide screening,

diagnosis, and therapy."

Myocarditis — New Top Cause of Death Among COVID-Jabbed

Have our federal health agencies destroyed the hearts of tens of thousands of young Americans by

pushing and mandating these shots?  The preponderance of evidence suggests this is most likely.

A recent survey  by Steve Kirsch suggests myocarditis and sudden death are now two of the top

causes of death in the U.S., but only among those who got the COVID jab.

In early October 2022, Florida Surgeon General Dr. Joseph Ladapo issued updated COVID jab

guidance,  recommending men between the ages of 18 and 39 abstain from getting any more

shots, as data show an 84% increase in heart-related death within 28 days of injection. Men over

the age of 60 have a 10% increased risk of cardiac-related death within 28 days.

The mass injection campaign has already shaved more than three years off the U.S. life

expectancy, and in the future, I predict we'll see even further drops as jab-related heart problems

continue to take their toll.

As reported by Edward Dowd in his book "Cause Unknown: The Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021

and 2022," excess death rates began to skyrocket in the 26- to 41-year-old group shortly after the

COVID jabs were rolled out.  Between February 2021 and March 2022 alone, millennials

experienced the equivalent of a Vietnam war with more than 60,000 excess deaths. Mass injection

is the only thing that can account for this sudden rise in mortality in this age group.

“ When young people are killed off en masse like
this, the overall life expectancy will drop rather
massively, and if the systemic damage caused by
these shots continue for years on end, we could be
facing a rather noticeable depopulation event.”

Sudden deaths among high-performance athletes have also skyrocketed by nearly 1,700%,  and

COVID jab mandates is the only novel factor that's come into play. Approximately 1,148

professional and amateur athletes suffered a lethal cardiac event in 2021 and 2022, giving us an

annual average death rate of 574 for those years.  Meanwhile, the historical annual

average has been between 28  and 29.

When young people are killed off en masse like this, the overall life expectancy will drop rather

massively, and if the systemic damage caused by these shots continues for years on end, we could

be facing a rather noticeable depopulation event.

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

If you got one or more jabs and suffered an injury, 0rst and foremost, never ever take another

COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on

your body.

The same goes for anyone who has taken one or more COVID jabs and had the good fortune of not

experiencing debilitating side effects. Your health may still be impacted long-term, so don't take

any more shots.

When it comes to treatment, there are still more questions than answers, and most doctors are

beyond clueless about what to do — in part because they never agreed or bothered to provide early

treatment for COVID and therefore don't understand how different medicines and supplements

impact the spike protein.

So far, it seems like many of the treatments that worked against severe COVID-19 infection also

help ameliorate adverse effects from the jab. This makes sense, as the toxic, most damaging part

of the virus is the spike protein, and that's what your whole body is producing if you got the jab.

So, eliminating the spike protein your body is continuously producing is a primary task to prevent

and/or address post-jab injuries. The two preferred remedies for this are hydroxychloroquine and

ivermectin. Both of these drugs bind and thereby facilitate the removal of spike protein.

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has developed a post-vaccine treatment

protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously updated as more data become

available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight from the FLCCC website at

covid19criticalcare.com  (hyperlink to the correct page provided above).

The World Health Council has also published lists of remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize and

eliminate spike protein. Natural substances that prevent spike protein from binding to your cells

include Prunella vulgaris, pine needle tea, emodin, neem and dandelion extract.

Spike protein neutralizers, which prevent the spike from damaging cells, include N-acetylcysteine

(NAC), glutathione, fennel tea, star anise tea, pine needle tea, St. John's wort, comfrey tea and

vitamin C. A March 2022 review paper  suggests combating the neurotoxic effects of the spike

protein using luteolin and quercetin.

Time-restricted eating (TRE) and/or sauna therapy can also help eliminate toxic proteins by

stimulating autophagy. Several additional detox remedies can be found in "World Council for Health

Reveals Spike Protein Detox."

Other Helpful Treatments and Remedies

Other treatments and remedies that may be helpful for COVID jab injuries include:

• Hyperbaric oxygen therapy, especially in cases involving stroke, heart attack, autoimmune

diseases and/or neurodegenerative disorders. To learn more, see "Hyperbaric Therapy — A

Vastly Underused Treatment Modality."

• Lower your omega-6 intake. Linoleic acid is consumed in amounts ten times of ideal in well

over 95% of the population and contributes to massive oxidative stress that impairs your

immune response. Seed oils and processed foods need to be diligently avoided. You can

review my previous post for more information.

• Pharmaceutical grade methylene blue, which improves mitochondrial respiration and aid in

mitochondrial repair. It's actually the parent molecule for hydroxychloroquine. A dose of 15 to

80 milligrams a day could go a long way toward resolving some of the fatigue many suffer

post-jab.

It may also be helpful in acute strokes. The primary contraindication is if you have a G6PD

de0ciency (a hereditary genetic condition), in which case you should not use methylene blue at

all. To learn more, see "The Surprising Health BeneTts of Methylene Blue."

• Near-infrared light, as it triggers production of melatonin in your mitochondria  where you

need it most. By mopping up reactive oxygen species, it too helps improve mitochondrial

function and repair. Natural sunlight is 54.3% infrared radiation,  so this treatment is available

for free. For more information, see "What You Need to Know About Melatonin."

• Lumbrokinase and serrapeptidase are both 0brinolytic enzymes taken on an empty stomach

one hour before or two hours after to help reduce the risk of blood clots.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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Autopsies ConBrm COVID Jab Hazards in Youth
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

When the COVID shots were 0rst introduced, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention made several claims about them that have since been proven completely false,

including the claim that the mRNA would remain in the injection site, and that both the mRNA

and resulting spike protein would rapidly be eliminated from your body



The mRNA goes everywhere and can remain intact for a month of more. Ditto for the spike

protein your cells produce



Spike protein has been found in the brains of people with encephalitis (brain inMammation)

and in jab-induced shingles lesions. Both mRNA and spike protein have been found in lymph nodes more than 60 days post-jab. Full-length mRNA

has also been shown to circulate in people’s blood for up to 28 days post-injection, and it’s been detected in breastmilk



Research shows the primary difference between those who developed symptoms of myocarditis and those who didn’t was that symptomatic patients

had markedly elevated levels of full-length spike protein unbound by antibodies in their plasma. Those who remained asymptomatic had no free

spike protein in their blood. This would suggest that free-Moating spike protein is a problem



Autopsies of two teenage boys found dead in their beds three and four days after their second dose of P0zer concluded jab-induced heart damage

was to blame. The myocarditis described in these instances did not have the typical histopathology of myocarditis. Instead, both cases resemble

catecholamine-induced injury, similar to the cytokine storm experienced in severe SARS-CoV-2 infection
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Love all your articles, it kept me sane over the last three years, here in the U.K. I was branded a conspiracy theorist, reading your

sensible articles I knew I was not and my instincts where right. Thank you
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Very sure. Biological weapons risk assessment is a priority for any government that stands up for health and ethics. Unless the

UK's Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunization (JCVI) decided that covid "vaccines" should no longer be given to

children under 12 years of age. As US government orcials continue to put pressure on young children and even babies, British

authorities now feel there is little to no risk of children catching Covid. According to the UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA),

the government's policy of giving covid injections to children aged 5-11 was "only intended to be temporary".

"This unique program applies to people aged 5-11, including those who turn 0ve before the end of August 2022," reads the

UKHSA "Green Book", which contains information on throwing the jab for use public. healthcare professionals. “The correct

statement is that in the UK, covid vaccinations were simply BANNED for all children under 12. Not a single UK child under the

age of 12 can receive any dose of covid vaccines." newspunch.com/uk-government-bans-covid-jabs-for-children-under-twelve/

 (09/13/2022)
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Same here in spain. Lots of deluded and ignorant people.
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"Conspiracy theory" is a canned speech, by de0nition it is evidently coached, for strategic reasons. It is time for people to think

about this and to see through it, at last. And those who buy into it, are practicing denial, which will only shield them from the

pain of awareness for a limited time. When they wake up, it will be because of suffering extraordinary consequences, that

nobody wants anybody to have. Best to wake up now, and face the facts early on, head on, before extreme suffering ensues.

Alas, now it is too late. But where people address reality head on, there can be solutions, if they research diligently. All the more

reason to thank and applaud Dr Mercola for providing solutions to the spike protein! God bless you Dr Mercola! Appreciation!
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Consider it a badge of honor when called a conspiracy theorist!
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What’s the difference between conspiracy theory and truth? About six months
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Mirandola: "Those practising denial" are inhabiting an Egyptian river. Using snorkels in de Nile to breathe will not save

themselves from crocodile smile pHARMa appetites. Appreciation to Mercola and yourself. I'm not forgetting all the other great

contributors though.
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CANADA'S YOUNGEST ATHLETES, AGES 6-13 ARE DYING SUDDENLY: COVID-19 VACCINE MANDATES FOR CHILDREN PLAYING

SPORTS WERE A CRIME... COVID-19 vaccines are banned for kids under 18 in Scandinavian countries  Canadian politicians, Public

Health Orcials and healthcare leaders committed many serious crimes during the COVID-19 pandemic, but one of the most heinous

was the forced COVID-19 mRNA vaccination of healthy child athletes in 2021-2022 so they could continue to play sports. Here are

some of Canada’s youngest athletes who died suddenly in the past 3 months.

makismd.substack.com/p/canadas-youngest-athletes-ages-6?utm_source=cro..  (02/23/2023)
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New "vaccines" underway for a market of deaths, damage for many and corrupt money for others. I'M LIVE-BLOGGING THE

CDC'S VACCINE ADVISORY COMMITTEE'S MEETING TODAY THROUGH FRIDAY, FEB. 24, STARTING AT 8 AM ET. Meryl Nass.--

MANY vaccines are being discussed. Friday is COVID vaccine day. P0zer is closing in on a new Prevnar20 vaccine, designed to

prevent its Merck competitor, the PCV15 vaccine, from eating up the market share of P0zer's old PCV13 vaccine. P0zer is

closing in on a new Prevnar20 vaccine, designed to prevent its Merck competitor, the PCV15 vaccine, from gobbling up the

market share of P0zer's old PCV13 vaccine.

PCV13 and/or PCV15 require 4 doses per infant before 15 months of age. P0zer appears to think that the FDA will not require

evidence of ercacy, safety, or effectiveness for its PCV20 candidate, as it did not provide any to the CDC today. P0zer expects a

licensing decision in April. 4.5% of babies who received PCV20 in the P0zer trial had a serious side effect. But don't worry,

P0zer's vaccine monitors judged that they were not due to the vaccine.

merylnass.substack.com/p/im-live-blogging-the-cdcs-vaccine?utm_source=..  (02/23/2023)
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Gui, the young, the healthy athlete, dropping dead while the oldest, those left with real herd immunity developed most likely from

those years before vaccines. Now we get a Jab, not an experimental Jab as deadly negatives were seen over a decade ago, so

the Jab is not experimental. We and our horrible losses in health, life, family, friends, community and vocations, are the

experiment. Many will see the drop in life expectancy and think if people grow old they will just not live aa long as before and

never realize in this case it really means the young will never have the chance to live a rich and full life.

Now add into the equation all the offenders affecting the young acting like body hormones preventing proper functioning of the

bodies to include robbing them of their birthright to develop as they were meant to along with their ability to reproduce. Even it if

it all were not a bioweapon, a depopulation scheme, the end results still lead to a de0nition without a distinction. If it is a

bioweapon coming from our military what is the deal? How is destroying a population protecting the population? Whose military

is it? Since the improvements in water sources, sewage, sanitation along with antibiotics it has not been 'normal' for those in the

West to have their children Drop Dead before the Parents.

As RFK jr. points out in the real Anthony Fauci, the orce Fauci took over was well on its way to being shut down. It was only the

HIV/Aid's and his ability to shift all research over to his orce and where he began an obsession with vaccines to our demise

began. Every time a crisis event, real or not occurs, Power & Control expands and then the obsession with absolute control

leads to a dead end as in the end everything that was supposed to be protected ends up dead, unable to function.
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Canada also has a long list of doctors that took the kill shot/clot shot that have died....!!!! Good thing they took the shots so they

can keep their careers and provide for their families.....!!!!
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Yes, we need to compare notes for heart health, circulation, inMammation and such, & most of all what defuses, cleans out the

genetic bombs, better yet possibly repair the damage. There has been various helpful information coming from Doc, posters,

but the hardest part is getting by the ridiculous Censorship and Personal Attacks on any and all who are sharing research or

even admissions from the Poison Peddlers themselves.  With the lack of proper safety testing, the refusal to track properly or to

even share to actively suppress what data can be gathered makes it hard to 0gure out what can improve each of us as, as

always, Once Size Does Not Fit All.
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Hey Gui, over 50,000 post throughout the years here on Doc's site with no doubt the many trials and tribulations we all face, yet

still contributing. Either the site or myself would have to last another 50 years for me to come close! Hopefully many more lights

to share, mi amigo!
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Thanks Just, JSMCCORD7 and Mirandola. The future can be worse. On February 16, President Joe Biden issued an executive

order entitled "More advances in racial equity and support for unattended communities through the Federal Government." The

order is supposed to level the racial playing 0eld by “addressing systemic racism in the policies and programs of our nation”,

but does nothing like that. In truth, the order represents a massive and disturbing restructuring of the federal government in a

way that fundamentally changes the way in which the agencies operate. The new system will feature “equity” commissioners

who will have nothing to do with “systemic racism”, but will be designated to enforce state edicts.

The upper orcial of the agency (in these equity teams of the agency) will then be coordinated with the "Gender Policy Council",

which is directly linked to the Government Executive Branch. In summary, the administration is methodically building the basic

scaffolding for a centrally controlled police state disguised as social justice operation. For all purposes, the equity agenda is an

ingeniously expressed nickname that hides a plan to exercise absolute control over the entire expansion bureaucracy.

Here is an extract of White House printing: Then, without consultation, review or approval of the Congress, the Biden team is

promoting the most radical and highest range of the federal bureaucracy in the 247 years of history of the Nation. These new

"equity teams of the agency" will be entrueted in all areas of government activity, not to improve the life of black and brown

people in unattended communities, but to ensure that the system works in the way that Better serve the interests of Biden

payers. Isn't that really what is happening? Here is more than the order:

www.globalresearch.ca/biden-power-gra-executive-order-installs-equity-..  (02/21/2023)
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I have been aware of this hypocrisy... citizenfreepress.com/.../ivermectin-is-trending-1-2
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And sadly, our governments do not care, have no conscience to goad them into even asking forgiveness.
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Dr. Pierre Kory's Core Treatment Options for the Vaccine-Injured, a 4 minutes videoclip explanation, plus supporting text about his

CORE Immune Modulation: twitter.com/.../1616978685969547266  * * * * * Children’s Health Defense founder Robert F. Kennedy Jr

(RFK) : "The Media Is an Extension of the Pharmaceutical Industry; 75% of advertising revenues on the mainstream media are now

coming from pharma — that ratio is even higher for the evening news." * * * * * COVID Vaccines Are a Pentagon Project! - Robert F.

Kennedy Jr. claimed that, contrary to popular belief, the vaccines were not originally produced by the pharmaceutical companies.

Government documents con0rm his claim. “There were 138 companies that were involved in manufacturing and distributing the

vaccine. They’re all military contractors. The Pentagon and the National Security Agency ran the entire pandemic response.” He said

that “P0zer and Moderna don’t really own those vaccines. They slap their labels on them, but it was a Pentagon project.”

needtoknow.news/2023/02/must-see-robert-kennedy-reveals-that-covid-vac..  February 20, 2023 * * * * * Japanese evidence of

immune system thyroid dysfunction by P0zer COVID injection palexander.substack.com/.../japanese-evidence-of-immune-system  * *

* * * EU safety report on P0zer-BioNTech mRNA vaccine reveals damning data

soniaelijah.substack.com/.../eu-safety-report-on-p0zer-biontech  * * * ** Entire Wuhan Institute virus database taken oxine on 12

September 2019 www.researchgate.net/publication/349073738_An_investigation_into_the_W..  * * * * * Big-Pharma Kept Quiet About

Cancer Risks of Zantac for 40 Years joannenova.com.au/2023/02/zantacs-maker-kept-quiet-about-cancer-risks-..
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Thanks Pete, that was some excellent info.
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For sure Pete. Great information. Thanks. Now it is far past time to ban the jab. They are biological weapons.

josephsansone.substack.com/.../the-battle-to-ban-the-jab
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Thanks PETE. In accordance with statutes passed by Congress, active law research, and additional details obtained through the

Freedom of Information Act, the Department of Defense owns, implements, and oversees the COVID-19 vaccine program as a

"countermeasure" to a foreign attack. While the public was bombarded with an orchestrated fear campaign, the US government

treated the Covid response as a threat to national security. The investigation and documents were obtained by a former

pharmaceutical Contract Research Organization (CRO) executive, Sasha Latypova, and intensive legal researcher Katherine

Watt.

Hello, why? The sting operation was orchestrated using three critical legal maneuvers: 1. USA Emergency Use Authorization. 2.

Law of preparation, 3. Authority for other transactions The Department of Defense, BARDA, and HHS ordered all Covid

countermeasures, including "vaccines" as demonstrations of large-scale manufacturing prototypes, avoiding regulations and

transparency under the Other Transactions Authority. As prototypes used under the US during PHE, Covid countermeasures,

including "vaccines", do not need to comply with US laws for manufacturing quality, safety, and labeling.

“The implication is that the US government authorized and funded the deployment of non-compliant biological materials to

Americans without clarifying their legal “prototype” status, making the materials not subject to oversight. normal regulatory

presentation, all while maintaining a fraudulent pseudo “regulatory” presentation to the public,” Latypova said.

www.globalresearch.ca/dod-controlled-covid-vaccines-from-start-under-n..  (01/16/ 2023)
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Overall, the Department of Defense played a vital role in the response to the COVID-19 pandemic by providing logistical support,

medical resources, and funding for research and development efforts to combat the disease." Government spending on "covid

countermeasures" was only for "demonstrations" and "prototypes", the information shows, ALL FALSE. This is signi0cant

because it ties in with the disclosures that were obtained through the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request and the SEC

disclosures about taxpayer money being spent on covid countermeasures through contracts. of "Other Transaction Authority"

(OTA). These OTA contracts demonstrate the wide scope of the government's involvement in the covid scam, referring to its

antivirus measures as "demos" and "prototypes" only, meaning none of it was real.

“In other words, the US government and DOD speci0cally ordered a fake theatrical performance of pharmaceutical

manufacturers,” explains Sasha Latypova, writing for Due Diligence and Art. “Just to make sure that pharmaceuticals are free to

engage in counterfeiting, the contracts include the removal of all liability from manufacturers and any contractors throughout

the supply and distribution chain under the PREP Act of 2005 and legislation related federal.” The link has many other

implications with abundant documentation. sashalatypova.substack.com/.../the-role-of-the-us-dod-and-their  (12/28/2022)
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VSRF CALL THURS: DR. RYAN COLE. STEVE KIRSCH “I’ve taken the Covid-19 vaccine, what do I do now?” Dr. Ryan Cole recently

testi0ed at Senator Ron Johnson’s Roundtable on the Covid-19 Vaccine and joins us to answer that question speci0cally and

what the path to recovery post vaccination looks like. Our goal is to give our VSRF listeners physical signs to look for that may

be Covid-vaccine related, ways to recover post-injection, and the next steps of what you can do for your family and loved ones

right now.  This will be a solid medical show focused on solutions. Bring your questions and bring your friends.

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../vsrf-call-thurs-dr-ryan-cole  (02/23/2023)
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It used to be Anti-war was to focus on methods to prevent war among nations, countries. With this Global Campaign against

humanity Anti-war means to prevent war against ourselves and our fellow citizens, Humanity. How devious.
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Otis, Pete et al, I think it is also beyond high time to go up against the very notion of so-called "legal" immunity (Read, gag

orders, don't complain in court, and the 14th amendment forbids penning or enforcing of unconstitutional laws, while assuring

equal protection under the law, to all). I think this "Legal" immunity is the underscore, why BigPharma gets away quite literally

with murder. I Hope to see so-called "Legal" immunity completely done away with. When it is, there will suddenly be a lot more

responsible action, even if that seeming responsibility is self-gain-oriented (plech). At least it will help. God bless us all.
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There is some great information posted here everyone. Thank you for all the links. Mirandola, from your lips to God's ears. If

only!!! With the Pentagon and US Military Industrial Complex involved, I cannot see a path forward that is bene0cial for the

American people.
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Diana1189, that is exactly why we should all write to powerful, high level lawyers asking for legal action, in court. David slew

Goliath. When the law, and the courts, say "Stand down", even the military and the government have to obey. JustSteve, it's pure

manipulation, and I simply don't buy it. How about anybody else here, and others? It's time to call out the nonsense, because

that is just what it is, if not malice aforethought.
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And most of the pharma commercials are now taken up by disclaimers saying "we can control your presnt symptoms BUT can

cause injury, even death from at least 6 other diseases". WHY would I want to trade death from diabetes for Lymphoma or

another cancer???? I had lymphoma in 2000 given 3 months. I beat it through prayer for guidance, organic and then keto diet. At

82, I do not care to repeat that experience!
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* * DISASTER IN OHIO * * It this a Biden Administration cover-up like this article says? A Cover-up Of Epic Proportions Is Happening In

East Palestine, Ohio www.activistpost.com/2023/02/a-cover-up-of-epic-proportions-is-happeni..  Well, one thing is sure, Biden don't

care. Gives no help. No visit. But Trump went there, with tens of thousands of pounds of goods, food, water being delivered to the

people of East Palestine, Ohio, shown here in a 9 seconds video clip twitter.com/.../1628469529327071234  And Trump paid for all of

it. Number of goods delivered from the Biden Administration: ZERO!!. So Biden shows he is a big ZERO, because dioxins are very toxic,

but he let the victims down.

Dioxins released after Ohio train derailment PERSIST in environment and will contaminate water, milk, cheese, eggs and meat. Being

exposed to just 1/32 millionth of a gram of DIOXINS is your maximum LIFETIME allowable exposure

www.naturalnews.com/2023-02-16-maximum-lifetime-allowable-exposure-of-..  * * * The Bicarbonate (Baking Soda) Rescue of Ohio,

by Dr Sircus. He says: Dioxins are environmental pollutants present in pesticides, paints, varnishes, electrical equipment, and Mame

retardants, which seep into our water systems and soil and can end up in the food we eat.

But read here his advice from February 19, 2023 drsircus.com/general/the-bicarbonate-baking-soda-rescue-of-ohio/  * * * * * 24

States Sue Biden Corrupt EPA - The Biden administration’s Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has issued new rules, to be

implemented in March, that is substantially a power grab that greatly limits what farmers and landowners can do with their property.

This will leave much of our farmland unusable for raising crops. EPA wants to control all waters, which violates constitutional rights. Is

this part of the Great Reset? gellerreport.com/.../24-states-sue-biden-corrupt-epa.html  February 21, 2023
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Billions to Ukraine - what about Ohio?
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Right? Billions after billions for Ukraine but what of Ohio, Flint, all the communities affected by the Moods?
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Yes, PETE Hunter Biden and his partners raised millions of dollars from Metabiota. Metabiota was a privatized company that US

intelligence used to run the bio-labs in Ukraine that I discovered, they are also deeply involved within the Wuhan lab

www.lifesitenews.com/blogs/jack-maxey-reveals-connection-between-hunte..  (2022) Hunter Biden said via email that he would

"be happy" to introduce business partners to a senior Chinese Communist Party (CCP) orcial to catalyze potential investment.

Wisconsin Sen. Ron Johnson highlighted more bits of evidence via the president's son's "laptop from hell" that the Biden crime

family is collaborating with communist China.

newstarget.com/2022-09-13-hunter-biden-introduce-business-partners-ccp..  (2022).---------------------------------------------- What

most Americans fail to recognize is that these ongoing wars have little to do with keeping the country safe and everything to do

with propping up a military industrial complex that has its sights set on world domination. War has become a huge

money-making venture, and the U.S. government, with its vast military empire, is one of its best buyers and sellers. America’s

part in the showdown between Russia and the Ukraine has already cost taxpayers more than $112 billion and shows no signs of

abating.

Clearly, it’s time for the U.S. government to stop policing the globe. The U.S. military reportedly has more than 1.3 million men

and women on active duty, with more than 200,000 of them stationed overseas in nearly every country in the world. Incredibly,

America’s military forces aren’t being deployed abroad to protect our freedoms here at home. Rather, they’re being used to

guard oil 0elds, build foreign infrastructure and protect the 0nancial interests of the corporate

elite://www.globalresearch.ca/dictators-bent-building-military-empires-cost-nation-endless-wars/5809562 (02/23/2023)
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The massive chemical plume of dioxin created by the “controlled explosion” at the site of the East Palestine, Ohio train

derailment will contaminate the food supply in ways most people could never imagine. DIOXINS released after an Ohio train

derailment PERSIST in the environment and accumulate in lipids, meaning they will contaminate farm-raised milk, cheese, eggs,

and meat. Dioxins, a chemical byproduct of burning vinyl chloride and other chemicals, are hormonally toxic and extremely

persistent. They have a double benzene ring structure that makes them extremely durable, while their planar or planar molecule

shape is a key factor in their toxicity.

News that company orcials would be a no-show infuriated East Palestine residents who are worried about the health and

safety of their families in the wake of the train crash — and the subsequent release of hazardous chemicals such as the

carcinogen vinyl chloride into the atmosphere and waterways. We are already seeing a lot of dead 0sh and other animals in the

path of the plume, but what about all the farms nearby and in neighboring states?

What will happen to animals and food crops after exposure to all those dioxins Moating in the air? According to Eric F. Coppolino

of Planet Waves FM, dioxins are also bioactive. They stick to lipids and become embedded, passing through the food chain and

poisoning the bodies of people who consume the contamination.

planetwavesfm.substack.com/p/palestine-ohio-train-wreck-its-the  (02/14/2023).---

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/norfolk-southern-east-palestine-to.. . (02/15/2023)
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Pete.Smith, considered the largest environmental “accident” in history, and yet, it’s still underreported. Meanwhile, folks are

rushing to get the next booster and supporting a fake war in tge Ukraine.
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Funny how it was foretold by a master author of the canon of postmodernism from the Bronx, educated at Fordham.  In the

novel that established him, set in '1984'. And how they were signing the lab rats up with medical ID's to be traced a couple of

weeks prior.  People once with a healthy distrust of the fenced fema camps now clamoring for them. When they shall say 'peace

and safety'...
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Biden is surely proving to be the most inept and corrupt president in U.S. history.
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Thanks all for comments. Why Biden went to Ukraine recently instead of going Ohio? To push peace talks? No! To push the

NATO war even more, sacri0cing Ukrainians, to protect his son's bio-labs. But now China reacts, announced a pact with Russia,

a long-term agreement that also challenges the USA as a global power. "Friendship between the two States has no limits", they

said, also work together on military, security and in space” President Xi said that their joint strategy would have a “far-reaching

inMuence on China, Russia, and the world.” The Chinese foreign minister visited Russia recently and said publicly that Russia’s

security concern about NATO expansion is legitimate and must be addressed, and that they want the US to start peace talks

about Ukraine.

Xi will visit Russia soon. So they’ve joined forces. But what was left out in the news, was a very interesting orcial declaration by

China on Feb. 20th to clari0es the reason for the pact. The document called “US Hegemony and Its Perils” They give examples,

how the US has become the Big Bully in the World, with 800 military bases outside the US, using wars, regime changes,

boycotts, force, etc. for looting and exploitation, www.fmprc.gov.cn/.../t20230220_11027664.html  * * * * Remember that grain

corridor to "save" Africa?

Blaming Putin that people in poor countries were starving. A lie, because Putin made the export possible, but where the grain

went to? 2.9 million tons of Ukrainian wheat & corn ended up in SPAIN to feed pigs. Only 15% reached Africa: 167,000 tons to

Ethiopia, and a mere 65,000 tons to Sudan. Why? Because Spain pays more to Kiev.

www.rt.com/.../571548-ukraine-grain-pig-spain  * * * Joe Biden’s blunders bring Sky News Australia host to tears from laughing.

www.youtube.com/watch  We know Biden love to sniff young girls hair, but in this video Joe Biden says that his best memory

was getting his legs rubbed by children. He loves that.
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Hi Pete, you may want to add these to your 0les. Brinksmanship overseas is being pushed way beyond reason; as usual,

infrastructure is crumbling around us. Erin Brockovich chimed in on Fox News over a week ago: "Erin Brockovich: I’ve never seen

anything like this" - www.youtube.com/watch  - - meanwhile, the US EPA, instead of immediately showing up, 0nally took over

the clean up well past major environmental damage performed by the railroad clean up team. Online, Peter Halligan posted links

to images of the toxic plume expanding out over southeast US states following prevailing winds, 0nally dissipating over the

Atlantic ocean, well off the S Carolina - Georgia coast.

That's only the smoke plume, not local groundwater, soil and local dust conditions. Appears the railroad performed what they

needed to open the rail lines again, with no understanding of dioxins from burning plastics (although well-known since 1949.)

Whoever suggested burn-off is an environmental terrorist. Here's a longer 20 minute discussion: MIKE ADAMS & ERIC

COPPOLINO ON EAST PALESTINE DIOXIN CHEMICAL KILLER - - www.bitchute.com/.../1v9CdbZqrV1f  - and another on how to

detox dioxins here: SITUATION UPDATE, FEB 23, 2023 - NEW RESEARCH: BEST WAYS TO DETOX FROM DIOXIN EXPOSURE - -

www.bitchute.com/.../ofLpP7vVMslZ
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Pete, disaster in Pennsylvania which is only 2 miles from East Palestine, Ohio.

www.alleghenyfront.org/pennsylvanians-near-east-palestine-ohio-train-d..  Pittsburgh is only 39 miles from E. Palestine. At

Pittsburgh the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers join to form the Ohio river. Then there is the West Virginia northern panhandle

just outside of Pittsburgh on the Ohio river. My sister lives in Moundsville WV on the Ohio river just 70 miles south of Pittsburgh.

The river had rainbow colors from the toxic train wreck. The river borders Ohio, WV, Indiana, Kentucky, and a bit of Illinois before

Mowing into the Mississippi river. 30 million people are in the path. Map of Ohio river.

duckduckgo.com/?q=ohio+river+map&t=h_&iax=images&ia=images..
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Thanks Otis, this is a very, very big TOXIC disaster. East Palestine mayor 'furious' with Biden's Ukraine visit: 'That was the

biggest slap in the face'.  twitter.com/.../1627862197538889729  scroll down to see the pictures. Also I have seen a picture of

East Palestine renamed Kiyv, with Ukraine Mags, with the text: Maybe now Biden will care about us. * * * Trump just publicly

con0rmed the US State Dept was behind the Maidan Uprising in Ukraine twitter.com/.../1628127755278684187  * * *

Documents revealed The P0zer Clinical Trial in Argentina Was a Military Operation  Feb 22. 2023

jackanapes.substack.com/p/the-p0zer-clinical-trial-in-argentina   The P0zer Clinical Trial in Argentina Was a Military Operation

 Feb 22. 2023 jackanapes.substack.com/p/the-p0zer-clinical-trial-in-argentina  
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Biden, Trudeau, other government leaders all should be tried as were Nazi leaders. Their crimes are just as great, intentional, all

for 0nancial gain and power. They have NO compassion, love for others, should be sentenced to life in prison, perhaps death for

their crimes in addition to PUBLIC SHAMING, loss of family fortunes.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM
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Excellent information. Now that we are getting a grasp on what is going on at the cellular level (this is the research that should have

been done before unleashing the vaccines), what can we do to mitigate the effects? Cancers are brewing now that will manifest soon.

Learn how to protect your loved ones with an amazing, safe, inexpensive, OTC substance called fenbendazole. Read the Case Reports

of the various cancers eradicated. It’s all free, no paid subscriptions at all. fenbendazole.substack.com
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thanks StarPowerVitD. About a year or so ago, I came across information on panacur c ( fenbendazole) by Dr. David Williams on

Alternatives ( A Cure for Cancer.... Hidden in Plain Sight). Just amazing information on this substance that has been in use for

decades. I purchased 10 of the little boxes for a very reasonable price. Isn't it interesting that this product, like Ivermectin, is

marketed as an animal dewormer. Both substances have many years of safe & effective use in humans as well. I haven't used

this product as of yet, as I've been taking Ivermectin for the last year or two-- 15 mg.. twice/week. ( one tablet Monday & Friday).

MD Anderson & Johns Hopkins even did studies on fenbendazole and found that it "strongly and profoundly inhibited the growth

of cancer cells". But, of course, there was no real money to be made by the hospitals using this... so the powers that be did not

go any further with the research.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Ana Marie Maria Mihalcea whom I have never heard of before, said in an interview on Natural News yesterday that blood problems

are being seen in the unjabbed same as in the jabbed. Any thoughts?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Mihail. Blood transfusions, aerosols and permanent Covid can be a problem in the blood of the unvaccinated. 4.5 million

Americans receive blood transfusions each year. 40,000 pints are transfused each day in the United States to save the lives of

cancer patients, accident, burn, and trauma victims, newborn babies, mothers delivering babies, transplant patients, surgery

patients and others in need. www.nybc.org/.../blood-facts  A study by scientists at the University of Colorado con0rms that

vaccinees have been transmitting antibodies generated by injections through aerosols The 0ndings should however come as no

surprise because a con0dential P0zer document had already con0rmed exposure to the mRNA injections was perfectly possible

by skin-to-skin contact and breathing the same air as someone who had been given the Covid-19 jab. They also, unfortunately,

add weight to the claims made by Dr Phillipe van Welbergen, who demonstrated that graphene, an alleged undisclosed

ingredient of the Covid-19 injections, is being transmitted from the vaccinated to the not-vaccinated and destroying red blood

cells and causing dangerous blood clots. expose-news.com/2022/09/03/study-p0zer-documents-con0rm-shedd-ing/

 (09/03/2022)
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Hi Gui, I 0rst heard of shedding being possible back in 2020 from Stefanie Sheneff but now for the 0rst time I realize how

serious this is. Thanks for dr Welbergen’s 0ndings, they’re most illuminating.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Perfect storm? Cover up the effects ....& sources....of promoting fornication & destruction of the family, of polluting, of willful

over-vaccination, psych-manipulation, weather manipulation & aerial spraying, etc while the perps don their 'green' cloak of

self-righteousness & blame as though they were not involved or complicit in some way, or the masters behind it.
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Yes mihail, you may want to watch this latest investigation report by Dr Reiner Fuellmich's ICIC: Nanotech in C-19 Shot | Reiner

Fuellmich, David Nixon, Karen Kingston, Ana Mihalcea, Mike Yeadon... - - www.bitchute.com/.../I2Ks1JnP0kEG  - - hang on or

break this one up, as Dr Ana is near the end of this lengthy discussion. Its about 2-1/2 hrs long, with images. Dr Ana shows her

slide images of patient's blood. Transmission is discussed.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Have a view here from the horses ass, no disrespect to actual horses...He says getting or being exposed to Covid particularly

Omicron is like getting the "vaccines/clot shot"..I believed this was pushed to cull the "unvaccinated."

https://youtu.be/7J2xV5yGOK8
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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segstar - eh? Getting and recovering from omicron, for most a bad cold, is far and away superior to any manmade shot. Natural

immunity always a better option...
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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mihail here is the link to Ana Maria Mihalcea, MD, PHD on Natural News. She says the unvaccinated get blood problems in many

ways, including chem-trails, food, & water. www.brighteon.com/b91cb526-4a3f-42c3-b74f-54cfe5c84e17
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Otis, I’m thinking it’s time to start talking of counter measures for the unjabbed now. I’m in the middle of watching realrose’s

video and I haven’t heard any such thing yet, but after I 0nish it I’d like to invite everyone to contribute their relevant knowledge.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

mihail, this is an all in one approach. btw I take all of these but individually and from Dr. Mercola.  https://zstacklife.com
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That’s a start, but I have a question: shouldn’t there be massive inMammation in the body in an effort to eliminate these

’’structures’’ that we are seeing?
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Tin soldiers and Biden coming. We're 0nally on our own. This summer I fear it coming. You're dead in Ohio!" Big Pharma is the media!
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Sue6876
Joined On 9/27/2020 3:07:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On blood “for up to 28 days” because they didn’t test at 50 or 60 or 90 etc
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!! And they don't think any of us notice that ?
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splashingwater
Joined On 2/7/2014 1:44:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking of hazards: Don’t let panic cloud your judgment. Panic is too easy to exploit.  For those who have had chemical warfare

training, you know that some chemicals are initially lethal but have a short lifespan. This is the case here. Dr. Lee Merritt, MD, explains

it well.  New Dr. Lee Merritt: Ohio Chemical Spill — It's Not What You Think (rumble.com) Question: Who has their eyes on fertile

farmland? Who stands to bene0t if these lands are taken from their owners and given to corporate interests?
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Who stands to bene0t?? Maybe Bill Gates comes to mind??
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From "vial to grave" and beyond....They are iron clad blanketed/ protected/ rewarded! They could quite literally sneak strychnine into a

vial as a disgruntled employee terror attack. No one would know. No one would investigate. Not the hospital/ police/ or the coroner.

That is how terrifying this is, and has been allowed to continue.  The virus killed him.  COF (Cause of death) says so on toe tag and

report.
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Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We just had a 12 year old boy collapse playing sports here in New Jersey......all this was intentional and planned.....the Eugenics

movement has been ongoing for hundreds of years and now technology among other things made it easier and more stealth to

deliver....
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Darwina
Joined On 12/29/2022 2:54:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it eugenics or genocide?
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just yesterday I saw a commercial on TV that encouraged people to get the latest covid booster shot. The bright and cheery ad gave

the impression that you need to go out today and get "the new and improved" booster shot to stay healthy and safe (but not wise). We

live in 2 different worlds today. One is deliberately killing a lot of people with the jab, and that group refuses to believe their

government would do such a terrible thing. I call them reality deniers. The other sees what is going on right in front of them and are

trying to stop it. The meek will inherit the earth because the weak are not wise.  pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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Sillyheart
Joined On 7/13/2009 9:52:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola ... I came across a video on Rumble that I found very disturbing. It showed that even the unvaxxed are contaminated with

many of the elements found in the jab. I would deeply appreciate your giving it a look. Many Thanks for all you do to help us!!!

rumble.com/v29oksg-live-8-uncensored-maria-zeee-rages-uninjected-have-..
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iro5345
Joined On 4/7/2014 3:44:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is amazing how many lies we've been told. I am so thankful for your articles and videos. I have 6 brothers and sisters who are all got

the jab even their children. They think I'm crazy for not getting it and telling them not to get it. I have had success in church in telling

people to not get any more jabs. May God help us all.
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Considering all that is happening, He is the only one who can!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't philosophize it: 'depopulation event'. Call it what it is: pre-meditated murder. Then remember David & Bathsheba, Absalom &

Ahithophel....which the Lord forgave & blessed, & why.
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"Murder In America"
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AND across the world..
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FYI this statement was not true. “ From the get-go, physicians and scientists warned that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein was the most

toxic part of the virus, and hence making your cells produce it for an undetermined amount of time could be an unmitigated disaster.”

 Most doctors’s were completely on board with the medical tyranny and what ever scientist who voiced a negative opinion was

silenced. Those few scientists and doctors who found a way to be publicly heard did do at suffered overwhelming ridicule, loss of

employment and licensure. Dr. Ginge
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Ivermectin is what's keeping a local woman alive who has gone public about how the P0zer jab has injured her. She has testi0ed to the

FDA and to the state's politicians. Interestingly enough, Stephane Bancel of Moderna has run his mouth about how the company had

played a part in the creation of the covid virus. YES, they helped to proliferate it so that they could pro0t off of it. Firing squad for him,

and for all of the Big Pharma companies. Listen to this from Pam Popper: rumble.com/v2adevu-the-remarkable-stephane-bancel.html
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"Those who are able to see beyond the shadows and lies of their culture will never be understood, let alone believed, by the masses." ~

Plato.  MARCH OF FOLLY: FALL OF AMERICAN EMPIRE

 www.theburningplatform.com/2023/02/19/march-of-folly-american-empire/#..
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Old folks used to say the green mangoes are falling and leaving the ripe ones on the tree.Sad to see the destruction this evil have done

not only to our youth but everything on this once beautiful planet.. Kick back and see how everything is connected, the destruction is

painful , but all this was prophesied but we have to endure it right down to the end..This winter has been not too bad except for the few

snow storms we had like the big one last night ..Even then the birds are on the back deck every day looking for food..I break up pieces

of 20 whole grain Organic sprouted bread and feed them..The squirrels are also out..

Brings tears to my eyes so see how wonderful this planet is and the destruction that's been unleashed..But i know ALL of those that

have participated would be held accountable - no if's and's or but's..Do your part every day, the Creator would never let these childish

people and their evil wanna be God destroy His creation..In the meantime brace yourself, it is going to get much worse before it gets

better, but in the end justice would be served,..Keep the faith, don't loose hope and never give in to their wicked evil agenda.
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Went to my hematologist yesterday, I have a blood clotting disorder, since I was 15 yrs. old, 9 DVTs in my lifetime even while within

range on current blood thinners. We spoke about me having CV at Thanksgiving and how sick I was and told him how I was able to 0nd

a compounding pharmacy to give me ivermectin and hydroxy, + some other meds as I was so sick with CV and my Primary who is no

longer my primary refused to help me, she fully knows I have an auto immune issues and diagnosed with it. She doesn't care about her

patients that's for sure. I told my Hematologist what happened and reiterated that I did not take the Clot shot and he said, Why yes,

that is not good, you already get DVTS, this would make it worse.

He knows fully well that the clot shot is increasing clots and vascular issues. I was speaking to a gentleman yesterday who lost his

wife a month ago. She died of an unknown type of cancer, the doctors said they've never seen anything like it, He said she was

diagnosed in June 22 and dead in Jan. 23. I asked him if they got the Vxx and he said, yes of course. I told him that I read alot of

articles on alternative news and that there are alot of folks getting rare and unknown cancers and die rather quickly, He said, No, no

way couldn't be. I left it at that.
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Yes, second visit w my primary integrative doctor not long after the shots rolled out. I asked around beforehand and learned

people with autoimmune conditions UNDER CONTROL, in remission, who had been pressured into taking the shots, reported

relapses, worsening their conditions. (He implied his patients did too). Then said he was reading articles on the Brownstone

Institute website. Nuf said, yes? And we've seen cancers from nowhere, clotting with elevated d-dimer and traponin levels,

perio-carditis lasting half a year, many side effects and a few deaths. Need to be your own advocate, and hammer "them" for not

being current with research or CDC reports.
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My brother's girlfriend(52) was diagnosed with a rare cancer 2 months after the jabs and her younger sister(48) was also

diagnosed with cancer months after the jab. My brothers girlfriend lasted about 7 months...her sister is still living. My brother

got the clot shots to keep his job(he took the 0rst 2), I warned him and am praying for him(his Rheumatologist told him he

should have it - he has an autoimmune condition called Ankylosing Spondylitis)
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It scares me to think about what they have done to our youth and continue to do. What I do not understand is why after all the

information we now know to be true people continue to stuff this concoction into themselves. I saw on TV they now want to give this

to pregnant women those poor babies. All the ways they will allow you to kill your babies Abortion now this. I no longer believe what

comes out of the CDC. They have lied so much that their credibility is gone. I am 70 and fell for the lies when it 0rst came out and got

the shot within 3 months, I knew it was a big mistake I let fear override common sense. I 0gure I will die from my mistake someday. I

purged my system but that does not mean it is gone. Peace to all of you. Thank you, Dr. M., for all you do and have done for all of us.
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I keep wondering how much evidence it will take for the Covidians to understand that they've been lied to. There are stories like the

ones listed here, the ongoing parade of "sudden, unexpected" deaths among otherwise healthy people, including a 20-year old athlete

at UNLV this week, and there are the excess deaths in virtually every country that saw the virus. There are the revelations that masks

were useless after all, just like many of us said; there are the con0rmations that both Ivermectin and HCQ are not just safe, but very

effective with the virus when used properly; and there remains the specter of a pharma industry that cannot produce a lick of data

supporting its products.

Yet, I still see people wearing masks, the latest booster is on the way and many will no doubt rush to get it, and the likes of Fauci still

breathe free air, having scammed the public (and caused deaths) for a second time in his sorry career. When despite all the evidence,

the media continues to list a site like this as a purveyor of mis or disinformation, we're well past people having an aversion to the truth.

Continued bad outcomes must be the goal.

There is no other explanation and I'm not entirely new to this line of thought. Most disconcerting is how in this alleged information

age, so few people are willing to consider information that does not con0rm their biases, or worse, how few are willing to spend a few

minutes looking things up. It's as if the real problem with the movie Idiocracy is that it was too generous in its setting; it's not

something that will happen in the distant future, it's going on right now. And the characters in that movie have the same voting rights

that you do.
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"Trust science." "Trust the government." The Bible says, "Trust not in princes." It is blasphemy and idolatry to put one's trust in man; in

princes: the government. That is EXACTLY how God's people are made slaves. The only person we can rightly trust and follow is God

alone. We can learn from people like Dr. Mercola. However, to stop learning and to instead blindly trust and follow a man (or a

government) is blasphemy and idolatry. An honest man, like Dr. Mercola, shares truth as a fellow traveller. A wicked man says, "Trust

me.

... Follow me. Do what I say. Based on my title and pedigree." That blasphemy and idolatry deceives to enslave the masses. That is

what is wrong with the government today. 146 Praise ye the Lord. Praise the Lord, O my soul. 2 While I live will I praise the Lord: I will

sing praises unto my God while I have any being. 3 Put not your trust in princes, nor in the son of man, in whom there is no help. 4 His

breath goeth forth, he returneth to his earth; in that very day his thoughts perish. 5 Happy is he that hath the God of Jacob for his help,

whose hope is in the Lord his God: 6 Which made heaven, and earth, the sea, and all that therein is: which keepeth truth for ever: 7

Which executeth judgment for the oppressed: which giveth food to the hungry.

The Lord looseth the prisoners: 8 The Lord openeth the eyes of the blind: the Lord raiseth them that are bowed down: the Lord loveth

the righteous: 9 The Lord preserveth the strangers; he relieveth the fatherless and widow: but the way of the wicked he turneth upside

down. 10 The Lord shall reign for ever, even thy God, O Zion, unto all generations. Praise ye the Lord.
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Misinformation by the likes of CDC, DHS, FBI, FJB, and Twitter destroys cultural and one's life and livelihood. Naomi Wolf is an example

as she states: "I am not a medical doctor or a public health orcial — I am, or I was, an American writer, identi0ed as a cultural 0gure.

So what happened to me means that any American cultural 0gure can be taken down. Any American cultural movement can be

mis-framed, defamed, broken. Any American writer, musician, artist, sculptor, actor, director, can be annihilated and memory-holed.

Any American artistic movement can be burned alive. And remember — Twitter is an international company, and wars can be waged,

culturally, against us by our adversaries. naomiwolf.substack.com/.../the-pain-of-listening-to-twitter
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Otis the other day you mentioned the SES which is the Senior Executive services .They oversee all of govt, as you say but the

0rst guy that comes up is Martin J. Walsh . He is the one responsible back in sept. 22 of an all night bargaining session to avert

a national rail strike . Workers stated unsafe working conditions and practices but were shot down . Walsh has stepped down

and joined the National Hockey League Players Association . These people are monsters that do their deeds for money .

Palestine Ohio is part of the Walsh legacy .
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Prepare to be denied travel options, access to medical care, higher education and cut off from society and commerce. For the sake of

brevity, consider all that entails. You may not need to 0ght the true-believers in the jab--or the tyrants--just hang on and outlive them.

History does tend to repeat itself. After the plagues and wars of the Middle Ages, we saw the rise of the middle class. The aristocracy

(elites) lost their armies and their means of controlling the serfs. There were shortages of everything and people who could produce

goods became rich.

I believe one of the greatest reasons for economic decline has been the withdrawal of skills and talents by people with creative

problem-solving ability. resourceful individuals who chose to become self-employed or set up cottage industries, professionals

choosing early retirement rather than dealing with bureaucracy. many people realized they could live on less or that govt was taking so

much in taxes that they could no longer justify being a 2-income household. The best and brightest found other options and left the

system.

Sheeple are incapable of managing much of anything. We see many systems collapsing around us due to lack of expertise and work

ethic. The more rights are denied, and the greater the increase in fraud and corruption, the less functional a system becomes... for

example, the Russian army is imploding upon itself. Con0dence in govt will not be restored until we see Nuremburg 2.0. Only then will

it become obvious to the masses how badly they have been abused.
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I hope this is not considered a sexist commentary. I realize this is not possible for everyone. There are economic advantages to

a stable family unit. I only wish to focus on the family as a productive economic unit. Consider the cost of a second income

earner. Car-maintenance-gas-licensing-insurance, wardrobe, meals away from home and when too busy or tired to cook,

childcare, income taxes, professional fees and employment expenses such as licensing or union dues, etc. Now, consider the

ways to save money by having one adult in the home.

Available for child care (and to care for and comfort sick children), to take advantage of sales and free items as soon as they

become available, cooking from scratch ($saving$ and health), more time for gardening and other food production (grocery

$savings$). Less family/marital stress with someone at home to take up the slack, more attention to raising children. Time to

mend and repair items instead of buying new. I enjoy being able to organize my time and set my own priorities.

We often turn down invitations to go out to eat as we try to avoid restaurant/processed foods. No one in our families eats the

kinds of real food we eat anymore--they do not even know what it is if it does not carry a brand name. We do tend to lead a quiet

life, but do not enjoy the sensory overstimulation of so many modern entertainments. We follow the cycles of nature. How can I

explain? When I was diagnosed with cancer, living in a rural area, many of the medical staff were trained in big cities.

They were well-intentioned and wanted to offer patients every test and technology. A cancer patient told a social worker, "You

don't understand, we are born, raise our children, live our lives and die. We are content." The social worker did not understand

her words because she could not understand her silence--what was left unsaid. She was actually saying that their lives were

very full of everything that mattered to them. Quality of life over years of life
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Generally, I like your comments! But who told you that "the Russian army is imploding upon itself"? Perhaps the same media

who tell us that the vaccine is safe and bene0cial?
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Maria... It has long been the history of Russians to overwhelm enemies with human cannon fodder driven by waves of troops

willing to shoot any troops ahead of them who Med. They are sent off to war under false pretenses and lied to. Hardly good for

morale, esp. when so many are conscripts. If you recall the movie "Sparta" when volunteers showed up and were asked their

occupation--farmers, shopkeepers, etc.--but not trained soldiers. They were turned away as unprepared for battle and

considered to be a greater liability than an asset. Troops are not well-trained and many clueless about the jobs they are

assigned to. Today's news carried a story of troops abandoned because they no longer have a commander--although they are

not allowed to leave Ukraine.

Troops with poor morale are even less motivated when not fed. I forget which French battle it was, but the invaders broke ranks

and headed for the outdoor mess area when they smelled sausage cooking because they were so starved--this resulted in

losing a battle. Have you seen the recent photo posted by a Wagner orcer showing bodies of dead soldiers laid out in a 0eld?

He criticizes Putin saying they were killed because Russia did not provide them with enough ammunition. -And, do not forget,

that even if they had had enough ammunition, many guns were outdated and in poor condition.

I notice that a number of Russian soldiers seem to be carrying large white handkerchiefs or other white items on their person

and waiting for an opportunity to surrender. Further, Ukraine is paying for each Russian tank and other equipment

delivered/surrendered. There has been mutiny among the ranks and orcers killed. Alcoholism is a serious problem among

troops. The best, brightest and most axuent always leave the country 0rst--there has been a tremendous brain drain of military

age men. There is widespread corruption and senseless looting by troops. This alone reMects the shortages of certain goods in

Russia. -continued-
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-continued- Soldiers up to age 60 are being conscripted. Troops of this age are inercient. Attempting to empty the prisons and

send the elderly to battle indicates desperation. There have even been diabetics conscripted with no provision for insulin. I don't

have the number killed and casualties on the top of my head, but I know it is very high--this is having an impact on families left

at home. How many men can a nation afford to lose thru death, disability and Meeing the country? I doubt there is widespread

support for the "special operation" when so many Russians admit they fear arrest if they speak freely.

The mobile crematoriums are an attempt to cover up the number of deaths. Many Russian wives and mothers are calling the

Ukraine hotline to learn whether their loved ones have been captured or killed... because the Russian govt has not be4en

accountable for providing this information. I think opposition to the war will get much worse as students from universities get

conscripted and more people from big cities like Moscow (inc. govt workers) instead of rounding up men from isolated rural

areas. Putin is in poor health and no longer considered as strong a leader as he once was.

His death will lead to chaos. Many older Russians still support the war because they get their news from television

(propaganda). The younger generations use technology to get news. OK, so I answered your question. To say more would be

wearying. The issue the world faces is not who will win, but that the war must end. It will not be ended by Russia or Ukraine

without the defeat of one or the other. So, that leaves solutions imposed by other nations and the global community. Sun Tzu

states the wisdom of playing one enemy against another and waiting to claim the spoils. That is why China has been so patient.
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Almond - you are fortunate to live with land to be able to maximise, which you do very well. Without the land to grow or living in

colder countries or in very small houses its more dircult. Not everyone's incomes can facilitate moving and various

circumstances perhaps dont allow that. People who are aware will do the best they can, it may not be good enough. We are

lucky on this Dr. Mercola site to have his wisdom and all the good information all our posters provide.
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Mo... I am well aware of our blessings. It was not like this where I grew up. Even though we were surrounded by farmland, we

did not have access to it and there was not very much open space. That was one of the reasons I moved. For many years, I

struggled to advance my education and pay off and cancel college loans by working in the inner city. It helped that I had not

attended a big name school (less debt) that was very expensive, but nowadays, the schools I graduated from have become

more prominent. I tried to put my life in order, not get pg or marry young, but 0rst get my education--and it was very dircult

since women were not paid as well as men during those years and many jobs were closed to them.

My senior year, I worked 3 part time jobs, then grad school. I had the constant social pressure of asking why I was not married

by the time I graduated from college. Young women nowadays cannot imagine what it was like to be told you could not get a

high grade in a class or enter a program simply because you were female. The 0rst thing I did after that was to buy a greyhound

pass and cross the country staying at hostels and modest accommodations en route.... sometimes schools and convents. I

decided there had to be a better place and way to live than my present circumstances. I was very unhappy where I was and had

decided that a major change was needed.

Sometimes, the only thing scarier than drastic change is remaining in the status quo. When you 0nd yourself on your proper

path in life, you know in your heart that you are where you are supposed to be. So, things all worked out... in part because I did

not realize how poor I was and I was too dumb to realize my shortcomings and quit trying. I missed a few meals and some of

my clothes got tight, short and shabby. I lived on dreams and perseverance. Along the way, I hung around a lot of smart people

and some of it rubbed off on me. I survived a few crisis situations. I learned a lot from failing many times, too.
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Almond, my husband and i are already preparing to be shut out of medical, grocery shopping, utilities, etc. In truth, I’d rather live

where we live—in almost isolation—than have any of what they’re peddling.
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Nothing sexiest about your post. Pulling women from the home on mass was corporate/ government manipulation to weaken

our families not advance them. I completely understand the woman’s comment. I too accept the condition of life; death.
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Regarding the battle0eld in Ukraine. I get my insight and understanding from: Scott Ritter, Col Douglas Macgregor, Alexander

Mercouris, Moon of Alabama, Redacted News, & The Saker. I follow Gerald Celente, Caitlin Johnston, Tom Luongo, Alex Krainer,

& Seymour Hersh. The battle is Russia against the City of London, and IMO Russia understands that (Americans - not so much).

 "Escalation to World War III and the British establishment." alexkrainer.substack.com/.../escalation-to-world-war-iii-and-the
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I for one, absolutely did not take your post as a sexist commentary at all. I remember reading several years ago that for a 2

income household you have to buy nylons, suits, daycare, processed foods, restaurant fare, taxes, insurance, more vehicles, and

the children being neglected, the family only gets $2,000 more a year in income. Is that really worth it??? My husband insisted I

stay home with our kids, and I am sooo glad I did. He made enough money. My only reason for wanting or getting a job would

have been for ego reasons only. Also Joel Salatin said in one of his books, it is silly and self-destructive to take the vital link

from garden to plate out of the home. Which, let's face it, is usually the wife. Now having said all that, most women I know

(non-feminist, work at home moms) do not know how to cook! Amazing.
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Yes all those denied things have happened to us already. JP said today, abandon the communist mentality of just hoping it's

provided for you and adopt the freedom mindset of self-responsibility. "If I want it, I need to provide it for myself." Believe me, I

am keeping an eye on places that do not accept cash. I just found out from my daughter that the Mall of America does not

accept cash at any stores there---only plastic! I do have to go to the doc annually for a thyroid checkup. And of course I can't just

have the blood drawn to see the T3 T4 levels, I have to have a consult with the doc. Maybe I will tell them that I do not have

insurance so can I please just have the blood draw.
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Almond, not saying I perceive it the same way as you however you make a good case, based on your best available info, human

nature and historical patterns for why Russia might be loosing the war in Ukraine. There's only one thing wrong with your

perception and mine. Where are we getting our data or more accurately, propaganda? Not sure where but I think it was one of

the speakers at a January 2023 conference in Sweden that revealed that both Russia's KGB and our CIA budgets spent at least

85% of their budgets on their respective propaganda mills. I, like many others, hope the outcome of this proxy war will not end in

favor of The Globalists.

In that case Russia would be the "winner". That's not a vote for Russia but rather a vote against The City of London bankers, etc.

Russia rumored to be deploying tactical nuclear weapons, will take some of the zip out of conventional military strategic

wisdom of not winning wars without a strong ground assault. Even if these weapons are never launched it may stymie NATO in

the short run. Now that the Biden administration has alienated China will China be supplying Russia with munitions?

There's a rumor about that China might retro0t old Russian MIGs to be used as drones against Taiwan. Just what we need,

another theatre of activity in a war that may go on inde0nitely. Ultimately, I think the more likely scenario is that we here in the

U.S. are going to, at long last, bleed out from 77 years of post WWII "military activity" war exhaustion. It will, as much or even

more than digital currency, collapse what's left of our economy.

www.theepochtimes.com/russia-deploys-nuclear-armed-ships-china-nears-r..
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The Russian army is imploding upon itself ?????????WTF....Russia is the only Country to oppose WEF !!!!!!
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katndog... There was a great need for equal rights for women. However, i suspect the acceptance by the political establishment

had more to do with pro0ting from taxes collected from 2-income households, interest on personal debt as consumption

increased and control.
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katndog... continued- One area where govt gained more control was with child rearinmg. There were more preschool programs,

for example. Children no longer spent as much time in the home being raised by parents. The example they were given was one

of conformity and how an institution operated, not a family or farm.
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bfr... I have different sources but also read the news and try to be discriminating. There are prob many reasons for this war, as

there are for all wars. However, being attacked is paramount to a need for self-defense. Having said that, most wars, even from

prehistoric times have been over resources or women... the twitch of a fanny having destroyed many empires. Some things do

not change in terms of greed. Many of today's resources are along the old silk road and other ancient trade routes. However,

instead of just food and goods, it now includes transportation and communication routes between nations, inc. shipping outlets

to get goods to market and be used by the military. For Russia, going thru Ukraine is the northern access door to Europe.
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The war in Ukraine may be a testing ground for WWIII... armaments, psych-ops, strategy, movement of materiel, etc. When the

global community is impacted, the global community should act. The 0rst reaction is often to choose sides for war. Why,

instead, not to demand a cease 0re?
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Lee and all... What is the value of a good wife? The ancient question, whether biblical, or otherwise? I think of so many ways

that culture and knowledge have traditionally been transmitted from one generation to the next by mothers being in the home.

As a stay-at-home-wife, I do not feel I get the respect shown to some of my out-working friends. However, I am respected even

more by my professional friends who do not have the time or knowledge to do the things I do. During times like these, it means

a great deal to not be worried about the price or availability of food, for example. I constantly share food. Many years ago, I had

an opportunity to work for about $20K/year.

That was when I made the decision to stay at home. After we pushed the pencil (esp. due to our tax situation), we realized that

my actual take home pay would only net $5K. That was not a wage I was willing to work for with all the added stress. My

husband saw more value than that from having me at home. I am not saying this is the right decision for everyone. I also

understand that highly paid professionals can do better economically. However, I do not believe women can do it all by

themselves. There are always trade-offs. I always believed I should contribute to the household and work as hard at home as

my husband did away.

This has been the way we built a good life together. As I say, he earns it and I save (keep) it. I also think people would be

surprised to learn that many stay-at-home wives manage their own investment portfolios and make a sizeable income.

Although investments Muctuate, it compensates for the difference of not working outside the home. My fund started with

$1000. My pro0ts made it possible to buy a large parcel of land. I advise all households to set aside at least $1000 for wives

and tell them to us it to "go make money"--whether invest it, start a business, pay for further education, etc. Just my opinion...
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Epi-cur3e and all... There are no winners in war. Some just lose less than others. All of this is placing China in a stronger

position. China has long been preparing by stockpiling food, buying up gold and other resources. It would play into the hands of

the globalists if a Chinese-style surveillance and control system could be imposed on the entire world.
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That's not a test. The war in Ukraine IS WWIII. As for the rest, Putin's request for a truce during the Minsk agreements Angela

Merkel later confessed was but a NATO stall tactic utilized for armament buildup. I demanded a cease 0re too but nobody was

listening. Kumbaya. Just what you said re playing into the Globalists, aka, China's hands. And sheer irony that joining the WHO

would do the same.
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Epi-cure... Just as the Spanish Civil War preceded WWII. It gave many nations and opportunity to test their new armaments on

foreign soil... History repeats.
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Almond    this yet another conversation having more arms than The Kraken. Anyway, I stumbled across this brilliant young

orator who at 4:30 makes an allusion to the humble origins of Xi Jinping:       www.youtube.com/watch  BTW, I left you a note a

couple of days ago in your pro0le section.
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bfr27915    I just read your ever so good alexkrainer link, thank you. Good, because it aligns entirely with my perspective. ;-)  The

source materials list, not all of the names I recognize, is quality too.
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The life is in the blood and life is sacred. “For the life of the Mesh is in the blood: and I have given it to you upon the altar to make an

atonement for your souls: for it is the blood that make the atonement for the soul (Leviticus 17:11).
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Dr. Mercola, Thank you for your continued dedication to share crucial information with your readers. I have followed you for many

years—long before our horri0c introduction to the COVID disaster. I’m interested in hearing your opinion of the documentary released

Last November, “Died Suddenly”.  rumble.com/v1wac7i-world-premier-died-suddenly.html
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It would have been useful if the "researchers" captured the CRP (C-reactive protein) reading in the victims' blood while they reported

inMammation. CRP is a de0nitive marker of an impending inMammation leading to myocarditis. At least if a pattern is established,

between mRNA and elevated CRP (> 1) that could be a real nail on the corn (of the cartels). Currently its a pointless argument in

saying "so many died of inMammation within 2 weeks of the jab" - what is required is a de0nitive pattern of the reported inMammation

being linked to inMammation markers.
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Dr. Bryan Ardis DC, suggests nicotine will decouple spike glycoproteins from nicotine acetylcholine receptors. He has presented

research showing the spike is an arti0cially produced analogue of snake venom. Long covid is an envenomation that folks suffer from.

Recommended are low dose (2 or 3 mg) patches, nicotine gum or foot soaks using organic tobacco leaves steeped on boiling water,

then cooling to soak for 15 minutes 1 ot 2x per week. The nicotine replaces the spikes which are ten dumped into the blood and

digestive system. In addition he recommends many of the above methods to degrade and eliminate the toxic proteins.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a Must-watch  >>>> www.bitchute.com/.../zJ2qOWgDnHB7
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many on this site that will po po this as anti you know what and keep complaining about china or Obozo or Bidum but

they are all just puppets for head Joos . Cut the head of the snake off and peace will return . The Rothshits own your souls .
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lis7431
Joined On 3/4/2016 7:53:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0010gmk611GJ5wgAnmAOhmwegB0-O8nlfbbtxrmdo5jKVWT5t..
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lis7431
Joined On 3/4/2016 7:53:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, in Ontario Canada a 17 year old suddenly gone
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rob7376
Joined On 2/15/2022 11:39:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is quite unfortunate that this has come to pass. How many videos and clips are there of Bill Gates stating that he wanted to reduce

the population. When someone tells you who they are, listen to them the 0rst time.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't believe Bill Gates. In a Ted Talk he said vaccines could reduce the world population by 15%. When questioned about this

he said: What I meant was that with everyone getting vaccines there would be less people dying from disease so families would

have/need less children. He forgot to mention that a lot of the shots were also making people, men and women, sterile.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just so good to know again what we keep being made known of day after day, month after month and year after year. The redundancy

is deafening. ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen. It's almost akin to watching live video of someone shooting someone from

point blank range each day and seeing an article with a headline "bullets which were found in the body of deceased show likely cause

of death or maiming" Its a disgrace absolutely NO ONE has remotely been held accountable for what was done intentionally to

humanity and continues unabated. At least we all get to read about it and know what is happening. Round and round and round we go
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who will hold anyone accountable when the system is corrupt from the very bottom to the very top . The money changers have

bought the souls and put into power the very evil that you ask to bring justice .Judges, lawyers and court clecks at every level

work for the so called British Crown which is a way to hide the true perps . Only you and we can save us .
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SQUIRRELBAIT
Joined On 2/17/2008 8:53:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before getting my last two mammograms the tech asked if I was vaccinated. I told her no and asked why? She said because it’s

showing up on the mammograms!!
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gjohnson5613
Joined On 12/6/2022 9:16:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article is ridiculously technical and really hard to read, but very thorough. The only relevant point it misses is injection aspiration.

This is the technique of assuring that an injection is into muscle tissue and not directly into a blood vessel. If a blood vessel is hit, the

heart will get a dramatically higher dose of the "vaccine" and could account for why some people are more seriously affected by the

shots than others. Very few drug store nurses properly aspirate a needle, a process of drawing back into the syringe to assure that a

vessel has not been hit.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I still practiced hands on nursing 25 years ago, it was standard practice to aspirate 0rst before intramuscular injection. I

did some research about 3 years ago and now that is no longer taught. I don’t know when that changed but aspiration before

intramuscular injection is no longer standard of care. As a nurse, I could not in good conscience give injection without checking

0rst.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To me, at 0rst glance, that sounds like a fabricated lie. So many tiny capillaries everywhere, how can anybody escape puncturing

one of them? Aside from that, let's play devil's advocate, and say that by some miracle, the jab did not get into the blood. So it is

not circulating around to every cell in the body. Does that stop the immune system from recognizing self vs non-self, and

attacking whatever is foreign, even if it is not in the bloodstream? And isn't this one of the fundamental underscores of

autoimmune attack?
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM
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today this announcement in NEW ZEALAND msm news. i.stuff.co.nz/national/health/300814363/covid19-p0zer-bivalent-booste..

 """"On Thursday, Health Minister Dr Ayesha Verrall announced from April 1, anyone over 30 would be eligible to receive the bivalent

Omicron vaccine, as long as it had been six months since their last Covid-19 vaccine or positive test. People at higher risk of severe

illness from Covid-19 will also be able to receive an additional booster, regardless of how many doses they’ve previously had. Bivalent

vaccines include a component of the original strain of SARS-CoV-2 and an Omicron strain in New Zealand’s case, P0zer’s BA.4/5

vaccine will be used."""""
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